












Question 4: Driven damped pendulum

The equation for the pendulum (scaling g
L = 1) is

θ̈+ γθ̇+ sinθ = f cos(ωt)

When f = 0 and γ > 0, the pendulum is damped but is not forced, and the solution will decay to
θ = 0. When f > 0, γ > 0 (forced and damped), we expect a phase locked solution. The pendulum
can reduce its period by swinging higher, so we expect it to be able to mode lock to the forcing
period if the forcing frequency is slower than the pendulum’s linear frequency (see Figure A). If
the forcing frequency is faster than the pendulum’s linear frequency, the pendulum can still mode
lock by swinging in opposite phase to the forcing. This is analogous to the scenario where a mass
is driven back and forth with no spring (e.g., periodically knocking a book back and forth on a
table). I doubt one can find a chaotic regime when the forcing period is much shorter than the
pendulum’s linear period (it’s shortest possible natural period).

When f is increased farther and the forcing period is long enough, it will irregularly knock the
pendulum over the top, and the motion will be chaotic (see Figure C). The transition from the
phase locked solution to the chaotic one is analogous to the circle map, although we only observe
mode locked behavior in the left-most Arnold tongue.

What about quasiperiodicity (when the pendulum’s motion is a superposition of sine waves at
frequencies with an irrational ratio)? Analogous to our treatment of the Lorentz system, we can
check how the volume in phase space evolves. Writing
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we see that ∇•x =−γ, so when γ > 0 volume contracts in the phase space and the motion can not be
on a torus (quasi-periodicity is not possible). When γ = 0, however, we can have a quasiperiodic
solution with one period being slightly larger than the pendulum’s linear frequency (since the
oscillations are finite amplitude) and the other period being that of the forcing (see Figure B).

To summarize, the regimes encountered by the driven damped pendulum during the transition to
chaos are as follows:

• Stable solution when the f = 0 and γ > 0.

• Mode-locked solution with the frequency of the forcing when f is increased (Figure A).

• Quasi-periodic solution when γ = 0, with the frequency of the forcing and a frequency near
the pendulum’s linear frequency (Figure B).

• Chaotic solution when γ > 0 and f is increased enough for the pendulum to sometimes flip
over the top (Figure C).
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